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Abstract— In these days utilization of renewable energy
sources has received significant attention due to reducing bad
effect of employing traditional power plants in electrical
networks. That is why wind power has been noticed by
researchers all around the world. In this paper influences of
STATCOM in a distribution network in islanded mode is
studied. It is examined in existence of wind farm as local
loads. In order to achieve this purpose we contemplate two
states. One of them is studying case study by PSAT software
without STATCOM. Another one is considering it applying
STATCOM. At the conclusion, effects demonstrate that
voltage profile with STATCOM is much better than another
state without STATCOM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays due to increase in the rate of fuel cost, using
renewable energy sources is growing, and wind turbines
are very popular among most of these sources. But wind
turbines could cause some problems for electrical systems,
for example each time a short-circuit fault occurs speed of
induction generator is increased and demagnetization
happens due to voltage decrease. Consequently, a large
amount of reactive power flow in electrical network so the
rate of active power must certainly is decreased. As a
result, the speed of wind turbine should be increased.
Following the fault is resolved; wind turbine needs wide
range of reactive power for magnetic reuses, therefore
these actions will make voltage collapse in the electrical
system [1, 2].

Since operation and maintenance of induction motors
are cost efficient, and also they're flexible and do not
require to make use of brushes and separate DC voltage
source within their framework, they're widely used
[3].Induction motors may be used in two modes, islanded
or connected to electrical network; however, when an
induction motor is connected to electrical network it is
very easy to be analyzed since its frequency and voltage is
cleared by main electrical network [4]. Weak voltage
regulation and requirement for reactive power are two
large issues regarding induction motors. Following
production of external voltage, DC link capacitor is
charged and offers the necessary reactive power loads.
Induction generators and loads often require reactive
power. Unbalanced reactive power will make voltage
swing in electrical network. Therefore we should consider
inverted square of speed for minimum reactive power
that's expected in order to choose proper capacitor for
induction motor. Furthermore, we need to consider

magnetic reactance effect for maximum reactive power
that is required in network. It will also be noted that
constant capacitors could not generate adequate reactive
power. Because of framework of induction generators and
voltage instability, creation of expected reactive power in
appropriate places is important. In [6] necessity of
existence of sufficient reactive power in a system,
including large level of wind power generation, is proved.
FACTS devices may be used as a good solution. For
example using Static VAR Compensators (SVC) can be
stated that's quite effective due to the speed and
continuous power coverage. In [7] SVC is employed in
external section of an induction motor of a wind turbine to
regulate voltage particularly when turbulence happens in
electrical system. In exactly the same way, STATCOM is
a device that connects to network in parallel but because
they are expensive, they're simply utilized in some of the
wind farms for providing power when a fault occurs. In
reference [8] a strategic control approach has been
recommended for reducing voltage swing which is
dependant on STATCOM. In [9] STATCOM has been
used to minimize the steady-state and dynamic behavior
related to wind farms.

In this paper, effects of applying STATCOM for
reactive power supply in wind farms that are part of a
distribution network are investigated. New ideas in this
article are evaluation capability of a wind farm for
conformity of load demand when a fault happens and
separation of wind farm.

II. FRAMEWORK OF STATCOM

A STATCOM is a parallel compensator which contains
an association transformer, a voltage converter (VSC), and
a DC capacitor. Since the DC capacitor is a small storage
device so STATCOM can only compensate for reactive
power while it can't change active power.

Fig.1. Structure of STATCOM, connected to a network.
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Furthermore, STATCOM may simply show its effect for
active power in power flow action by adjusting nodal
voltage [10, 11]. The main structure of STATCOM is
shown in figure (1). A STATCOM has two modes, lag and
lead.

III. SIMULATION

In this paper we consider an instant network that its
obvious power is 100 MVA for fundamental calculation
and per unit conversions. The software we employed for
simulation is PSAT. This immediate network includes two
generators in PV buses and three PQ loads. It has a wind
farm and two local PQ loads as well. Among the PQ loads
is a household and still another is an industrial one shown
in figure (2). The power of wind farm is 14.4 MW while
total power in this system is 134.4 MW.

IV. SYSTEM STUDYING

In this study we analyze one scenario; separated from
the main network (islanded). A three phase fault has been
regarded that begins at t=0.05 sec and completes at t=0.15
sec. Furthermore, when the network is in island mode, the
fault is in wind farm part of the breaker.

Fig.2. Island Network

V. RESULTS

For analyzing impact of using wind farm in a network
by PSAT software, we may obtain different results:

A. Separated System
In this part we've two various states similar to connected

mode; nonetheless, in this part we're in island mode.

Without STATCOM
In this state, without utilizing a STATCOM, output

active power of every wind turbine in wind farm becomes
zero as shown in figure (3). Also bus voltage magnitude is
nearly 0 as can be seen in figure (4).

Fig.3. Output of active power in separated network.

Fig.4. Voltage domain characteristic of wind farm bus for
separated network.

Utilizing an 8 MW STATCOM
Figure (5) shows output active power in island mode

while STATCOM capacity changes from 2MW to 8MW.
In this figure a transient change happens when the fault
begins on t=0.06 sec and breakers are opened. Output
reactive power characteristic shows STATCOM with
8MW is better than 2MW in a longer period of fault.

Fig.5. Output of active power in separated network with
8MW STATCOM

According to figure (6) for bus voltage magnitude of
wind farm, STATCOM can adjust voltage of bus for a
short time (about t=0.133 sec) so a STATCOM cannot
regulate voltage for a long time in a separated network.
Reactive power characteristic of STATCOM is shown in
figure (7) and we can see a big change when the fault
starts and breakers are opened. During the fault time,
STATCOM produce reactive power for isolated network
and it reduces by charging capacitor until t=0.133 sec.
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Fig.6. Voltage domain characteristic in wind farm bus
with 8MW STATCOM for separated network.

Fig.7. Output of reactive power in separated network with
8MW STATCOM.

V. CONCLUSION

In accordance with results, applying STASCOM can
assistance with creating a better voltage profile by
avoiding voltage collapse. Additionally, it may create a
better action for a wind farm throughout a fault.
Additionally, by utilizing STATCOM an electrical
network features a better situation for its wind turbines.
Also we can see that capacity of STATCOM is essential,
since whenever we use an 8MW STATCOM we are able
ultimately obtain better results.
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